
Manage Travel Expenses

How companies can break down system silos to take control 
of travel spend.

Travel and Expense Solutions 
Work Best Together



Take Control of Your Travel Spend

Creating and submitting expense reports can be a tedious, clunky task for any 

company, regardless of its size and revenue. Not only is there poor adoption of 

expense and travel solutions across employees, but the technology is also largely 

outdated, disjointed, and prone to human error. The intentions are good, but 

legacy solutions fall short.

 

Modern solutions have emerged that promise to shore up travel policies and 

curb wasteful spending. As business travel rebounds, executives recognize that 

improving travel and expense (T&E) management — and the data behind it — is 

as crucial to their financial success.

 

To do this, they’re turning to a digital expense management framework. This 

approach unifies siloed systems, improves employee adoption rates, and helps 

alleviate the pressure on finance teams to provide real-time visibility into cash and 

spending.



On average, executives say submitting and processing expenses can take 7 to 30 days once reviews, corrections, and approvals 
are factored in, according to our study. Even so, it’s not uncommon for finance teams and travel managers to be in the dark 
about what it costs to process a single expense report. Once this becomes a recurring pattern within an organization, it creates 
problems when controlling travel spending.
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What Travelers & Managers (Really) Want

Business travelers, travel managers and finance managers have a multitude of 
shared objectives. At the highest level, they want to save time — and that translates 
to real dollars.

Priorities of Business Travelers

Business travelers rely on “super apps” that offer a clean interface and extreme usability to remove 
friction. These road warriors adopt technology relatively early and they want tools that support:

• Booking, modifying, or canceling reservations
• Calendar syncing, offline viewing, and sharing capabilities
• Receiving real-time trip notifications
• Checking safety details, such as neighborhood assessments, car rental protocols, COVID-19   
 data, and airline safety requirements

Priorities of Travel & Finance Managers

The maze of manual processes is one of the largest pain points of the T&E process. These business 
managers and expense experts recognize the potential to reduce complexities in their workflows, 
and they prioritize:

• Taking control of the company’s travel spend
• Drilling into better travel data and spending insights
• Expediting reimbursement
• Increasing policy compliance



Getting the Technology Right

Finance teams and travel managers are moving beyond the manual processes of 

the past. Today, they rely on a host of integrations to support their organization’s 

T&E programs.

 

Integrating functionality for credit card feeds, general ledger systems, accounts 

payable and more is a tricky process that comes with trade-offs. Solutions that 

work for one team are often not designed for others. Because of that, the processes 

are clunky, the experience is unintuitive, and the work is incomplete.

 

What business travelers, travel managers, and finance teams want is a complete 

solution. Something that’s robust, intuitive, and removes friction for everyone 

involved. This approach gives travelers an effortless and intuitive experience with 

technology, and, for those teams holding the purse strings, they can improve 

adoption and better hold the line on spending.



The Critical Need for Integration

Unlike individual solutions that serve a single purpose, a fully integrated T&E 

program can support receipt capture, automated report creation, and approval 

workflows. This combination increases efficiency and provides 360-degree visibility 

into travel budgets.

 

Leading companies are shifting away from legacy travel and expense management 

solutions in favor of bundled T&E platforms designed to tackle the pain points of 

the past. These end-to-end programs reduce the time business travelers spend 

tracking receipts and entering data to streamline the physical routing of reports 

through layers of approvals.

 

The current landscape contains a burden of manual T&E processes that create 

significant barriers to revenue growth. However, the shift toward integrated 

solutions connects the dots. This drives adoption and produces higher-quality 

data and insights to plan, forecast, and save money.

To find out about an integrated T&E solution that fits your 
business needs visit deem.com
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